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About This Game

Puzzle Tactics is a turn-based and grid-based tactics game played in various small levels. You play as the blue team with the goal
of defeating the red team's units before losing your own. Later levels are more difficult and introduce more unit types in battle.

The game is controlled using the mouse.

Units

Warrior: a powerful melee unit who can also hit multiple targets

Archer: can shoot at targets 4-6 tiles away but only in 4 directions

Mage: can attack with a fireball that hits multiple targets and ignores walls

Defender: has the most health and can shield itself and allies to reduce damage

Necromancer: summons skeletons to deal and take extra damage

Skeleton: somewhat like a warrior, but weaker and with only a basic attack
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Very good, i only wish that the Industry upgrade reduces the pop cost of vehicles.. I like the setting of the stone age immensely
so I expected I'd love this more than I would the same type of game but set in a different era, but, sadly, truth be told it's just an
incredibly shallow game lacking anything close to progression. Shame, I was really, really looking forward to liking this but it's
just so boring and easy. It needs a lot more variety and complexity because it's shallow simpleness make's it so that you can
experience the entire game in like half an hour.. 6\/10
Fun, but without any kind of lasting appeal. One of those VR games that you pick up for an hour or so. Nice artwork.. A game
which back on disc I put hundreds of hours into, and for good reason. The campaign map is very atmospheric and is a good
game in it's own right even if one were to autoresolve all battles, the soundtrack throughout the game is excellent. The map also
captures the feeling of it being a board game of sorts. It is much more beautiful game than Shogun 1 and much more complex
too, with rich unit and building rosters which add yet more decision-making. On hard difficulties the game can actually be
genuinely hard, the AI is not stupid and knows when to fold rather than charging in like a crazed blood knight, a tendency it very
much has in later games. A weak AI will instead employ delaying tactics, falling back from a region so as to buy time to gather a
large host and repel the invader, it will also make good use of the siege mechanics to bog attackers down, to the point that unless
a catholic player can set up a blitzkrieg assault which wipes out another catholic kingdom in one or two turns they will be forced
to withdraw or risk the ire of the Pope, who will excommunicate you without hesitation and in doing so provide open invitations
for all other catholic powers to pile onto you freely, even sending crusades. Unlike later games there are multiple possible start
dates, which provide new challenges.

On to the battles, the 2d sprites are much better than the previous game and the AI is also improved. Deployment when
attacking in a land battle practically does not exist unfortunately. Morale is very well balanced and feels realistic. If you have
only played later games the UI will be a little confusing, especially since the move\/attack button is left click rather than right.
Cavalry soldiers can dismount during the deployment phase by right clicking on their unit icon, which can be very useful during
sieges.

The modding community for this game is still somewhat active and several large scale overhauls exist, greatly improving
replayability. Also to note, the complaints of the game not running on Windows 10 are unfounded, it DOES work so long as you
just let it load without tabbing out or spam clicking until it reaches the main menu.

Unlike Shogun 1, I recommend this game on it's own merit rather than as a contrast to the later games or for the sake of it being
the beginning of the series. Medieval 1 is a good game, if somewhat dated, definitely worth the price tag and more.. i love this
game, dont understand all the negative reviews. Hard decision... I really like twin stick shooters but this one is way too shallow,
mediocre players spot the loophole within minutes and it evolves into a game of patience... not a good and demanding game. I
loved this game a great indie horror game parody WILL YOU COME ALIVE OR WILL YOU DEAD

https:\/\/youtu.be\/EaNw1SDtMJM. Underneath the badly coded solitaire and the low-rez, pg13 hentai is a legitimately well-
written and cute story, my daughter and I enjoyed this game very much.. this game has got a long way to go.
alot of things arent finished like windows menus etc the limited things u can "decorate" your room with could be good if u could
buy different sort of rig setups and there really is no point to even having a table or a bed.
quests? what are they when do i even get one.... ive only had 1 pop up that was pretty much i had to pay some guy 1.3million
pffft easy when ive got 14 million already.

as it stands the games good n setup well but still got a bit of a way to go as within the first few hours of playing i literally have
no need to play it anymore cause there is nothing to do i cant even possibly spend the money ive made.
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A little pricey, but good game. Exactly what it should be.. Why didnt i read the description, I initially read the title as "Friday
the 13th: The Game - Jason Part 4 Pig Splitter Pack" I purchased this thinking i would instantly unlock Jason Part 4 as a new
character to use, Which later i found out that you can only unlock the character in game at level 44, So not only have i wasted
money on useless nothing, its useless nothing i cannot use! I also want to mension this is \u00a32 for 3 "Kill Moves" you are
paying for afew animations in game, Which in theory should be avaible to unlock within the game not for money.. Reverse
Plants vs Zombies with KILLER SOUNDTRACK. Lots of guitar and 80's clich\u00e9 opening it's pure gold.
Amazing game to play on my crappy netbook i take to work.. Great game! Highly addictive. Got killed by a floating eye without
being able to do anything. I'm coming back for you son of a *****!!. Such great game
So many hard puzzels (maybe2hard sometimes)
, but so nice drawings and great atmosphere
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